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Abstract

This paper is focused on the prediction of passenger intensity on the Ostrava – Valasske 
Mezirici railway line in Moravian-Silesian Region, Czech Republic. The paper analyses avail-
able transport data about passenger behaviour. Data describes assigning passengers to 
appropriate directions and time slots in detail, emphasis is placed on daily and weekly var-
iation of travel demand. Based on the provided travel behaviour researches, a model of as-
signing passenger intensity was designed. Travel surveys and available data sources from 
realized infrastructure studies were used. The prediction is harmonized with local specific 
conditions and proceeds from travel behaviour in previous years. The obtained assigning of 
passenger demand was exploited when designing a new operating concept for the suburban 
rail in the area. A model composition of the vehicle units and the frequency of connections in 
the respective sessions were suggested based on the obtained data.

Keywords:  passenger transport, travel demand, transport supply, suburban railway transport, 
variation of transport demand

1 Introduction

The solved area is located in the Czech Republic, in the Moravian-Silesian Region. The task of 
predicting future passenger intensity was solved for the track No. 323 between cities Ostrava 
and Valasske Mezirici. 
There is a planned modernization of the line and introduction of a new operating concept. A 
significant qualitative improvement of transport services is expected compared to the cur-
rent situation. For the purpose of track modernization, a feasibility study was carried out, 
which included a framework model based on frame numbers and estimates for the future. 
The transport model does not provide sufficient input to prepare the operational concept, 
in particular the data for determining the number of routes per hour and the capacity of the 
trains. 
As inputs for the design of the operational concept, it is necessary to know the demand for 
transport in individual hours, the distribution of demand into the relevant track sections and 
the sources and destinations of the trips. Based on these decisions, it is possible to assess 
the introduction of another transport segment, i.e. fast trains connecting important sessions. 
Finally, it is desirable to consider the variation in transport demand during the day, week 
and year. All calculations are essential for the design capacity and the required number of 
multiple units needed to ensure the operational concept.
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2 Methods

2.1 Current movement of passengers

2.1.1 Origin-destination matrix for stations
The starting point of the prediction of the future development of the number of passengers 
is the analysis of the current situation which will serve as an input to this prediction. For a 
comprehensive picture of the existing transport relations, authors drew on various publicly 
available sources, whose data were put into context as far as possible. It is important to take 
into consideration that the authors do not have a comprehensive transport model, which 
doesn‘t exist for this area, but only fragments. They do not have exact current data on the 
number of passengers on trains either, as obtaining this data is demanding.
Data from the National Population and Housing Census (2011) [1] were taken into account to 
determine daily commuting. All municipalities in the reasonably considered neighborhood 
of each station were taken into account. This allows the authors to create a origin-destina-
tion matrix. However, it is not possible to determine a modal split from the census [2]. The 
authors prepared a procedure for making a qualified estimate, which consists in assessing 
the attractiveness of the connection for the major transport modes for the purpose of deter-
mining the modal split. The attractiveness of the connection by individual car transport, the 
possibility of using the bus service (frequency of connection, travel time, average walking 
distance) and the possibility of using the railway transport (frequency of connection, travel 
time, average walking distance) were assessed. The result was a qualified estimate of modal 
split for regional rail transport for all pairs origin-destination municipality of the assessed 
municipalities [3]. 
The product of an absolute number of trips in the origin-destination matrix for each relation 
and the coefficient corresponding to the modal split of the regional rail transport in the given 
relation we get the potential in rail transport for the given relation. Subsequently, the po-
tentials in rail transport from the origin-destination matrix were assigned to the network. A 
station usually includes data for more than one municipality because it provides services to 
several municipalities. On the other hand, there is no case on the track No. 323 where there 
is more than one station in one municipality. The result of this procedure is the origin-desti-
nation matrix for stations containing the potentials of relations between them. 

2.1.2 Daily variation of passengers
The demand for transport is uneven at certain times of the day. The course of demand for 
transport within one day is expressed by a curve, which is defined as a daily demand var-
iation. The actual course depends on many factors, the most important ones are usually 
the type of day (workday / weekend), the daily routine of the region and local customs and 
specifics [4]. 
The daily routine is often based on the type of municipality. Nowadays, small municipali-
ties are not the centre of the inhabitant‘s life because of sub-urbanization. They are mostly 
used frequently for overnight stay. The morning trip to bigger towns and the afternoon return 
predominate. There are also medium-sized towns where the citizens of small municipalities 
commute, but at the same time the citizens of these cities commute to larger cities. Passen-
gers from small municipalities approximately correspond to the number of passengers from 
these towns. The last category include the core cities of the agglomeration or centers of the 
metropolitan area, where dominate commuting from the surroundings in the morning and 
coming back in the afternoon [5].
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2.1.3 Weekly variation and other influences
At present, there is a relatively significant share of trips on weekends and public holidays. 
The Beskydy Mountains, which is an important local touristic region, can be considered the 
main destination of the trips. Tourists at weekends with favorable weather use the track No. 
323 mostly in the opposite direction than on working days. The number of passengers on 
Saturdays is often higher than on a working day, the section between Frydek-Mistek and 
Frydlant nad Ostravici is used tens of percent higher. Another influence on weekly variation 
is week-long commuting to schools in more distant destinations, which is the most apparent 
on Friday afternoons and Sunday afternoons, but with comparison to every day commuters it 
has a marginal affect on predicted demand (in this case) [6]. 

2.2 Future movement of passengers

2.2.1 Growth coefficient for stations
The authors utilized variations described in Section 2.1. for the determination of the number 
of passengers per day. Recent data due was not available at this time due to limited avail-
ability. The load values from “Beskydy“ feasibility study [7] were compared with the diplo-
ma thesis [8] and other censuses carried out in the following years and were subsequently 
standardized because a constant decrease in the number of passengers was identified over 
the years. Subsequently, the standardized number of passengers corresponds to the year 
2010, from which the most valid dataset comes from.
Furthermore, the authors used relevant data for the period after the modernization of the 
track No. 323. These data come from the study [7] and describe passenger section load after 
the completion of the track modernization. The period after modernization corresponds to 
the year 2025. These data are available to the authors only in the form of loading of individual 
sections, therefore it is necessary to perform the conversion below.
On the basis of these data, an increase in the number of passengers at the relevant stations 
and adjacent sections was determined. The calculation was performed according to the fol-
lowing eqn (1).

  (1)

where k is the coefficient of the passenger number growth, z2025 expresses the predicted pas-
sanger section load according to the transport model for 2025 after the modernization and 
z2010 expresses the standartized passenger section load according to 2010. 
Using the eqn (2), the values for the estimated movements (boardings and gettings off) at all 
stations were received.

  (2)

where p2025 expresses the predicted passenger movements at station in 2025, p2010 expresses 
the passenger movements at station in 2010, kp represents the passenger growth coefficient 
immediately preceding the assessed station and kn represents the passenger growth coeffi-
cient immediately following the assessed station [9].

2.2.2 Number of passengers per hour and direction
Based on the passenger data at individual stations on the track No. 323 and data describing 
the section load, it is possible to determine the estimated demand for transport for the given 
direction and specific hour. For the allocation of passengers to the network, data on the daily 
variation of passengers at the station was used, divided into individual directions and their 
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movements (boardings / gettings off) [10]. The result of this procedure is an indication of 
the number of passengers for each hour, their direction of travel and movement (boarding / 
getting off) at the station. After assigning the values  of the anticipated demand for transport 
to the respective direction and hour, the obtained values  were aggregated and tables with 
the expected section load in the respective direction and hour could be compiled. The val-
idation of the section load was carried out in the vicinity of important nodes Frydek-Mistek 
and Frydlant nad Ostravici. The verification was carried out on data obtained during the field 
survey carried out in April 2019.

3 Results

By applying the procedures described in the Section 2, the authors gradually reached the 
expected output – the number of passengers load in each section for a given hour and direc-
tion. Partial outputs are presented below.

3.1 Current origin-destination matrix output

Table 1 shows the station potentials for the respective directions to the initial or terminal sta-
tion of the track. Looking at Table 1 on the obtained slope coefficients, it is clear that board-
ing passengers predominate in the direction to Ostrava, the direction to Valasske Mezirici is 
less preferred. The endstations of the monitored section have potentials of 1 in the appropri-
ate direction, since it is an entry into the solved area and other travel relations in the node 
are not considered. For the stations Frydek-Mistek and Frydlant nad Ostravici, data from the 
authors‘ survey was used as a validation of predicted data.

Table 1  Proportion to directions per station (section Ostrava – Frydlant n. O.)

3.2 Comparison of daily variations

A daily variation of passenger movements at the stations Paskov and Frydek-Mistek was pre-
pared to determine the actual course of the curve. The Paskov station represents a station 
near a small municipality, the Frydek-Mistek station represents a station in a medium-sized 
town. The available data on the 2011 and 2014 from Paskov Census and in 2019 from authors‘ 
survey were used ror Paskov Station. For Frydek-Mistek Station the data on the 2019 from 
authors‘ survey were used [6]. All surveys took place on an average workday in the middle of 
the week, with an emphasis on the passengers‘ boarding and getting out the trains and their 
assignment to directions.

Station Total number of 
commuters [-]

proportion to direction 
Valasske Mezirici [-]

proportion to direction 
Ostrava [-]

Ostrava-Kuncice - 1,00 0,00

Vratimov 351 0,28 0,72

Paskov 226 0,40 0,60

Liskovec u Frydku 82 0,62 0,38

Frydek-Mistek 887 0,33 0,67

Baska 266 0,15 0,85

Przno 108 0,21 0,79

Frydlant n. Ostr. 468 0,11 0,89
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The rules described in Section 2.1.2 in the above cases were applied. The suburbanization 
trends and the prevalence of morning commuting to larger cities are apparent from the Pask-
ov station data and balanced boarding and gettings off confirm the rule for medium-sized 
towns in the case of the Frydek-Mistek station. When comparing the daily variations at the 
stations Paskov and Frydek-Mstek, it can be concluded that the variations are comparable.
The daily variation of passenger movements for the Paskov station was applied to stations 
connected with small and daily variations of passenger movements for stations Frydek-
Mistek and Frydlant nad Ostravicí were applied for stations in larger settlements, where sim-
ilar development of the number of passengers is expected and commuting from surrounding 
municipalities is noticeable.

3.3 Future movement of passengers

The method described in Section 2.2 was applied for the determination of future passenger 
movements. Based on the data of passengers movements at stations and data describing 
the load of track sections, it was possible to determine the estimated travel demand for 
the given direction and specific hour. For each station, passengers‘ boardings and gettings 
off have been computed. Furthermore, the direction in which the passenger is boarding or 
getting off has been taken into account. The existing division of passengers into directions 
according to Section 2.1.1 was used for routing.
The data collected from 2010 to 2019 were used for this purpose and daily variations of pas-
senger movements were created. Subsequently, the daily variation of the respective station 
was applied to the absolute number of passenger movements, and values were obtained for 
specific hours of the average working day.

Figure 1 Daily variation at station Frydek-Mistek – proportion to directions

Tables with an estimated number of passengers in respective directions and sections per 
hour were created from the data analyzed so far on transport demand by their synthesis. 
The validation of the section load was carried out in the vicinity of transport nodes with the 
quarry of transport demand, it was performed on data obtained during the authors‘ survey 
in April 2019.
Table 2 below shows the expected section load in the direction to Ostrava per hour, values 
are rounded up to tens. The authors are aware of some inaccuracies stemming from the in-
sufficient volume of data obtained and the difficulty of predicting travel behavior. However, 
given the design horizon and feasibility study submission, a more accurate analysis is possi-
ble only on the basis of a complete transport model with significantly larger data inputs. For 
the purposes of designing the operational concept, timetable and vehicle circulation, it is 
possible to be satisfied with the values  obtained and their possible deviations. 
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Table 2  Expected passenger section load per hour in the direction to Ostrava 

Table 2 shows the stations at which there is a significant refraction of demand for transport 
and a change in the frequency of the offered connections or vehicle capacity can be expect-
ed.

3.4 Application in operational concept designing

Table 2 shows the passenger load on each track section at the appropriate hour. This output 
makes it possible to determine a suitable operational concept for track No. 323. It is obvious 
that the utilization of the sections is variable, in the part of the track between Frenstat pod 
Radhostem and Valasske Mezirici the number of passengers is usually up to 50 passengers 
per hour and the differences between the peak and saddle hours are minimal. In this section 
it is about ensuring a minimal transport service, which corresponds to a one train connection 
hourly. 
On the other hand, in the section between Frydek-Mistek and Ostrava, the estimated number 
of passengers is almost 1,000 passengers per hour. It is necessary to consider the capacity 
strengthening of the trains, as well as shortening the interval. It is also apparent from the 
outputs that there is a significant change in the number of passengers in Frydek-Mistek and 
Frydlant nad Ostravici [11]. These passengers are heading to Frydek-Mistek or Ostrava. This 
implies the need to introduce fast suburban trains for this large group of passengers [12]. 
Conversely, there is no need for such a number of trains during the saddle period. In relation 
to the number of passengers, it is also possible to determine the optimal train capacity, ca-
pacity coverage during the morning rush hour is crucial.
In addition, the outputs allow to determine the range of periods of the rush hour and trans-
port saddle, the extent of periods with shorter intervals or additional train lines could be 
determined accordingly.

from 
hour

to 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Valasske Mezirici Hostasovice 20 20 20 20 10 20 10 10 30

Hostasovice Morkov 20 20 20 20 10 20 10 10 30

Morkov Verovice 30 30 30 30 20 20 10 10 30

Verovice Frenstat p. Radh. 30 50 50 50 30 30 20 20 30

Frenstat p. Radh. Kuncice p. Ondr. 30 50 130 110 20 30 50 50 50

Kuncice p. Ondr. Celadna 40 80 160 150 40 40 50 50 60

Celadna Frydlant n. Ostr. 50 120 210 200 60 60 60 60 70

Frydlant n. Ostr. Przno 110 210 430 460 150 100 110 90 170

Przno Baska 120 240 470 500 160 110 110 100 180

Baska Frydek-Mistek 130 290 520 550 190 130 120 110 200

Frydek-Mistek Liskovec u Frydku 80 490 660 820 410 250 200 230 180

Liskovec u Frydku Paskov 80 500 670 850 410 250 190 230 170

Paskov Vratimov 90 530 700 880 420 260 190 230 180

Vratimov Ostrava-Kuncice 110 570 750 930 450 270 200 230 190
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4 Conclusion

A prediction of future passenger intensity assigning in the directions and time slots was 
made for the design of the new operational concept. Passenger movements (boarding and 
getting off) at stations were determined from available surveys. These movements were as-
signed to the respective track direction using the origin-destination matrix. In accordance 
with the procedure described in Section 2, a daily variation was determined for each type of 
station.
Subsequently, the data from the current period were converted into future passenger load 
of track sections and stations. Demand growth coefficients for the period after the modern-
ization were used. The decomposition was carried out in the respective directions and with 
respect to the daily variation of the passenger movements. Based on this decomposition, the 
data was aggregated and output describing the number of passengers in the directions and 
time slots was made.
It is possible to determine a suitable operational concept for track No. 323 on the basis of 
output. There are sections where a minimum range of transport service is sufficient - the 
hourly interval of trains. On the contrary, in the section between Frydek-Mistek and Ostrava, 
it is essential to carry out the capacity strengthening of trains, as well as shortening the 
interval. This also implies the need to introduce fast suburban trains for a large group of 
passengers commuting between these two cities. In relation to the number of passengers, it 
is also possible to determine the optimal train capacity. Operational concepts for rush hour 
periods and transport saddle periods can be designed.
In conclusion, the authors would like to state that there are no sophisticated considerations 
in Czech conditions. A design of the operational concept for the modernization or reconstruc-
tion of railway tracks is usually accomplished without a detailed analysis. As a result of this 
procedure, the track is often oversized for the intended operational concept or, conversely, 
the infrastructure is inadequate and it is not possible to introduce a sufficient number of 
trains.
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